
 

 

 

Geology 
What’s it all about? 

Geology is the study of Earth Science, the structure, evolution and 
formation of the planet.  The subject contains strong elements of 
Biology, Chemistry, Physics, and Geography.  If you are interested in 
the world we live in then Geology is definitely the right subject for 
you. 
 

What topics are studied over two years for A2? 
 Elements, minerals and rocks 

 Surface and internal processes of the rock cycle (Igneous, Sedimentary and Metamorphic rocks)  

 Structural geology  

 Time and change – Palaeontology  

 Earth structure and global tectonics 

 Understanding Geological Maps and practical geology and problem solving.  

 Residential fieldwork trips to Pembrokeshire and Dorset. 

 Rock forming processes  

 Rock deformation 

 Past life and past climates  

 Earth materials and natural resources.  

There are also five themes which integrate and develop the 
knowledge, understanding and skills acquired in the core 
aspects. These are:  

 Geohazards 

 Geological map applications  

 Quaternary geology  
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What do I need to be ‘good’ at this subject? 
If you currently enjoy science and have an interest in the story of the planet you will like Geology.  GCSE 
Geographers often make particularly good transitions to A Level Geology.  If you have a secret collection of 
stones and fossils in your bedroom or you only take pictures of your family for scale then this is the subject 
for you! 
 

What do I need to get onto the course? 
Good GCSE results in Science, Maths and English.  Geography at GCSE is an 
advantage, but is not a requirement. 
 

Transition work during the school closure due to Covid-19 
 
 
I have tried to set tasks on show my homework that are simple and 
aimed at gaining an insight and maintaining an interest in Geology 
before you start the course in September. We are not trying to 
actually teach any of the A level until then. 
 
Tasks so far on Show my homework have been;  
 
 
https://www.satchelone.com/homeworks/41887918-welcome-to-a-level-geology---good-choice!  
 
 
https://www.satchelone.com/homeworks/42086733-y12-introduction-to-geology  
 
 
https://www.satchelone.com/homeworks/42248527-y12-introduction-to-geology  
 
 
https://www.satchelone.com/homeworks/42373534-meteorites  
 
 
https://www.satchelone.com/homeworks/42483281-inside-the-earth  
 
 
https://www.satchelone.com/homeworks/42753007-deepest-holes-on-earth!  
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https://www.satchelone.com/homeworks/43968084-welcome-back-geologistas  
 
 
https://www.satchelone.com/homeworks/44676852-expedition-volcano---episode-2  
 
 
https://www.satchelone.com/homeworks/45180812-go-explore!  
 
 

Geology New Y12’s General Summer Task 
Over the summer I want you to do your own research on the stratigraphy of Britain 

 Quaternary 

 Silurian 

 Cambrian 

 Devonian 

 Carboniferous 

 Ordovician 

 Permian 

 Jurassic 

 Cretaceous 

 Triassic 

 Tertiary          

The names above represent Geological Periods. You need to put them in the right order, with 
age dates and any important things you can find out about how they got their names and 
geological events or events that affected the evolution of life at those times.  
How do we know the actual ages?   
Geologists work with the oldest at the bottom and the youngest at the top! 

 Palaeozoic 

 Cenozoic 

 Mesozoic 

What do the above terms represent? Why do you think they exist? 
Finally… The Precambrian… What is it? 
See you in September! 
 
Mr Smith 
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